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Abstract 
Teacher training programs require observation of actual school environment by student teachers before they actually 
start teaching under the supervision of an experienced teacher. Student teachers observe host teachers and students; 
they gain insights into classroom management and become acquainted with school organization and administration. 
This study is conducted with 25 student teachers in English Language Teaching department at a large state university 
in Turkey. Student teachers have corresponded with their instructor for 12 weeks after each school observation. This 
paper will consider the contents of the dialogue journals via the e-mail between the teacher trainees and their trainer 
during their School Experience with particular emphasis on insights into their observations and the feasibility of the 
process. By way of summary, this paper will also highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the process and suggest 
ways of incorporating the dialogue journal in language teacher education. 
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1. Introduction 
The social constructivist nature of learning, nurturing the affective domain and promoting deeper 
reflection in learning are all favoured in education. One technique to corporate the above mentioned 
aspects into teaching and learning contexts is to use the dialogue journal.  
for an extende
student and often initiated with a comment and then exchanged between partners making comments and 
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engaging in a continuing conversation. The teacher is a participant in an ongoing, written conversation 
with the student, rather than an evaluator who corrects or comments on the student's writing. 
Dialogue journal writing is interactive due to its conversational and social nature. Journal writing 
also helps express our feelings and share meaning. Humanistic education stresses the importance of 
considering learners' emotions in the learning process (Moskowitz, 1978). Creating a supportive 
environment is in line with humanistic approach to education. Listening with empathy, employing 
anxiety-reducing strategies may create a sense of security, which is fundamental to learning. The process 
of exchanging ideas between the teacher and the student is in line with 
which holds that learning occurs first 
by providing appropriate guidance and support and help move him/her towards higher levels of 
knowledge and understanding (Vygotsky, 1978; Gallimore & Tharp, 1990). 
Using dialogue journals is a common procedure in many writing classes. Many studies 
investigated the use of dialogue journals in the language classroom focusing on writing skills instruction 
fluency and content 
(Holmes & Moulton, 1997; McGrail, 1996; Peyton, 2000; Peyton & Staton, 1993). Dialogue journaling 
also provides a genuine audience, and help learners understand that writing is a means of communication. 
create productivity. The journals also allow teachers to interact with learners on a personal and academic 
level. Apart from getting to know more about the learners, the journals allow for directing questions that 
urage more reflection.  
Apart from writing classes, dialogue journaling can be used in a range of educational settings, 
with children and adults, with both native and nonnative English speakers, and in teacher and volunteer 
training programs. 
1.1 Dialogue Journal Writing with Prospective Teachers 
A dialogue journal can be used in a wide variety of other ways, including teacher training. The 
dialogue journal provides a "safe setting" in which the mentor teacher encourages the prospective teacher 
to think critically about his/her experiences.  Journals are commonly employed in many teacher education 
programmes as a means of promoting reflection among prospective teachers (Carter, 1998; Francis, 1995; 
McMahon, 1997; Yost, Sentner, & Forlenza-Bailey, 2000) especially during their field experience. 
Several studies focus on the benefits of using dialogue journals with teacher candidates. Bean 
and Zulich (1989) reported that dialogue journals helped preservice teachers deeply reflect on their course 
material and field experiences. The journals also assist the instructors evaluate their own teaching, and 
foster communication between the instructors and the students. Hennings (1992) reported better 
communication and rapport established between teacher and students as the primary benefit of using 
dialogue journals. Hoover (1994) suggested that written reflection was the most effective use for 
prospective teachers when it was done in a structured way, that is to say, when the teacher trainer 
conducted them as a means to challenge prospective teachers to think more critically. Garmon (2001) 
reported prospective teachers' perceptions of the pluses and minuses of doing dialogue journals. Porter, 
Goldstein, Leatherman and Conrad (1990) also identified several benefits of using dialogue journals in 
teacher preparation courses. Through journal writing, pre-service teachers become more aware of 
themselves as would-be-teachers and teacher learners, and of the teaching and learning context within 
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which they operate (Burton & Carroll, 2001). Although the time required to read and to respond to 
student entries is a major drawback, many teacher trainers incorporate dialogue journals into their 
practice.  
In their final year in Turkey, the student teachers visit schools assigned by their practicum 
instructor on a weekly basis. They are required to prepare weekly reports based on their observation. Each 
teaching materials, lesson plan and so on. The practicum instructor and prospective teachers also hold 
weekly meetings to keep in touch. However, the meetings are often too short to listen and attend to each 
weekly observation reports but the discussions are often superficial due to time constraints. Among 
experiences that student teachers have had that week, only few receive required time and attention. 
Therefore, another motive to use dialogue journals in this study is the concern that there might be a lot 
more that i
often have an already too loaded schedule and most of the prospective teachers spend a lot of time to 
prepare for an nation-wide exam to be assigned for a post after graduation, the chances of meeting and 
discussing are further restrained. 
The author of this article thought that using dialogue journals to maintain more contact and 
guidance for prospective teachers throughout their school experience might be feasible choice to 
overcome these problems. The journals would provide a genuine means of communication between 
prospective teachers and the teacher trainer who wanted to encourage more thinking and reflection in the 
practicum. The e-mail is used for its ease. To this end, the purpose of this study is to provide some insight 
into perceptions of prospective teachers about their school experience, the use of e-dialogue journaling 
school experience. This 
paper will also highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the process and suggest ways of incorporating 
dialogue journal writing in language teacher education. 
2. Method 
This study was conducted with 25 student teachers during their school experience in English 
Language Teaching Department at a large state university in Ankara, Turkey. There were 22 female and 3 
male students, which is a normal sex ratio in foreign language teaching departments. The distribution of 
student teachers and their schools and the host teachers are below. 
Table 1. Student teachers, observation schools and host teachers. 
Student 
teacher (n) 
School for Observation Host 
Teacher(n) 
Professional Experience of the 
Host Teacher  
Classes for   
Observation 




9, 10, 11  
10 Primary School 2 16 years 
5 years 
Grades  
4, 5, 6, 7 
During the first session of the semester, the prospective teachers were informed about the course 
requirements. The observation was planned to be conducted bilaterally. The student teachers were 
- 
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Apart from this, they were supposed to write dialogue journals. The process and aim of dialogue journals 
were explained to the prospective teachers. They were told that this experimental study with dialogue 
journals might alleviate the problems experienced in previous years.  They were expected to correspond 
with the instructor via the e-mail and feel free to share whatever happened that week during their school 
rvation task. The instructor would also ask questions to 
encourage more reflection. The student teachers were assured that there were no correct answers to these 
questions so they should merely express their own opinions without fear of being evaluated. The journals 
would be a vehicle for engaging in thought-provoking discussions and a safe place to share ideas, express 
fears and ask for help and guidance when needed. The student teachers were to submit an entry each week 
after they had visited the school.  Participation in the experiment was a requirement for the course but the 
entries were graded on completion, not on content. 
The e-dialogue journaling was conducted for 12 weeks, throughout the first semester of school 
observation. There were a total of 341 exchanges between the prospective teachers and their teacher 
trainer, which constituted the data source for this study. On their first entry, they were asked to express 
their first impression of the school experience. On the following entries, no specific theme was assigned 
but they were asked to express anything they wanted to share or discuss with the teacher trainer. The 
contents of the exchanges with the trainer were not predetermined during these weeks but shaped by 
whatever the student teacher wanted express. However, the teacher trainer often made the best of the 
chance to provoke more reflection. On their final entry, the student teachers were asked to evaluate the 
whole term of school observation and using dialogue journals during the process. Specifically, they were 
asked to express what they liked and disliked about the journals and whether dialogue journaling was 
valuable in their training. Finally, the teacher trainer expressed her ideas and suggestions about the use of 
e-dialogue-journals in teacher training during school experience.  
At the end of the term, the contents of 341 journal exchanges were evaluated by content analysis. 
Other than the predetermined categories mentioned above, different categories and subcategories 
emerged, which will be further explained in the results section. 
3. Results and Discussion 
The analysis of dialogue journal entries by the prospective teachers provide insights both into the 
process of using dialogue journals and into their views and thoughts about the real learning environments, 
that is to say schools, for the first time since they were students, but this time through a candidate 
 The tables below show detailed information about the contents of dialogue journals, and 
excerpts from the journals are added to provide clear depiction of the process of corresponding and 
communication between the teacher trainer and the prospective teachers.  
Table 2. First impressions and beliefs about the school experience 
 N F 
positive 18 72 
both positive & negative 3 12 
negative 4 16 
useful 25 100 
different 25 100 
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Most of the students had favourable opinions about their first day at observation schools. However, 
despite being very enthusiastic at the beginning, some students had lost their enthusiasm so some extent 
due to some organisational problems. Nevertheless, all student teachers expressed that they believed the 
school observations would be very useful for their professional development and that it was very different 
from micro teaching demonstrations that they had done previously. 
 I was so excited. Walking in the yard but this time as a teacher. Is it really happening? Am I 
becoming a teacher?  
 My mentor teacher is a nice lady. The school looks nice. It is the 4th best in Ankara.  Not 
surprising the students are very bright. Everything looks great. 
 but it 
was uncomfortable to stand there in the class without being introduced. 
 I was excited at first but the vice-director was horrible to us. She behaved as if we were 
problems.  What will we do about it? 
 Even in the first lesson I understand that the teaching demos we did back last year was very 
s 
a bit scary. 
As the excerpts above show, these problems could have been solved with a more positive and 
supportive attitude and more cooperation between the faculty and the school staff. An unwelcoming 
attitude by the host school definitely kills the joy and enthusiasm. It is clear that the student teachers need 
support and encouragement as their first step into teaching is already intimidating for them.  
Table 3. What student teachers are happy or frustrated to observe. 
The student teachers were happy to see The student teachers were disappointed to see 
technology in classroom (projectors, laptops, 
interactive white boards) 
teachers not using technology much in class 
 
energetic and bright students 
GTM-like practices (deductive grammar teaching, 
translation, too much worksheets for grammar, etc.) 
teachers using the target language teachers sometimes being too harsh on students 
 interaction mostly from teacher to the students 
 tired and busy teachers  
Throughout the 341 dialogue journal entries, student teachers often cited observations that pleased or 
frustrated them. They were all thrilled to see the technological equipment in schools. All the classrooms 
were equipped with projectors and the classrooms in the Anatolian High school even had interactive 
white boards, which was a true source of motivation for most student teachers. As the excerpts from 
journals reveal, they were happy to be with students and see their mentor teachers use the target language 
in class. However, they sometimes had different opinions as to some classroom procedures and attitudes 
towards students. The prospective teachers were very disappointed when technology was not used in the 
classroom efficiently.  
 - all classrooms have a laptop and interactive white board as well. But my host 
teacher is not using it much. The students are better at using it. When she has a problem, she 
 
 They are not that old, yet they do not use much technology in class. I was crazy about the 
 with it. 
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 I observed that the teachers were often exhausted. They were suffering from job-burnout. Too 
much work but too little time- they seemed to have. This demotivated me.  
 The students are energetic, bright and loveable. My teachers speaks in English during the 
lesson. But we do grammar worksheet exercises in class- and in turns. So each students knows 
homework? 
  questions. There is no student-to-student 
interaction. And sometimes my host teacher is a bit too harsh. I feel uncomfortable then. 
 
Table 4. Reformulated concepts 
 related comments (n) 
Discipline 82 
Teaching as a profession 53 
Teacher as a person 18 
Observation 74 
The student teachers, on many occasions, expressed that the school experience helped them redefine 
some concepts. Of the issues that they reflected and reformulated, discipline was the most cited. They 
also expressed that in the light of school observations, they had new and different ideas about teaching as 
a profession, teacher as a person and the observation process. 
 
angry so easily and so of
management cannot be established by forcing pressure on the students. What do you think? 
 Now I see that teaching is really my profession. 
 le profession because you shape children 
 
 School experience class has been the most effective and beneficial ccourse during our 4-year 
university life. The real thing is different but we are better prepared now. 
 Whatever we did, grading papers, preparing worksheets etc were useful.  
 
 Table 5. Student teacher perceptions of benefits and drawbacks of e-dialogue journals. 
Benefits of using e-dialogue journals Comments 
(n) 
 Drawbacks of using e-dialogue 
journals 
Comments (n) 
Immediate feedback to questions  76  Not being able to find enough to 
say 
6 
Personal contact with the practicum 
instructor 
57  Discomfort felt when the reply 
from the instructor is late 
5 
Enhancing professional growth 48  Occasional technical problems 
(internet access failure etc.) 
4 
Emotional support and motivation 38    
Promoting reflection 33    
Opportunity to express and share ideas 21    
Convenience 18    
 As Table 5 illustrates, the advantages of the e-dialogue journal far outhweigh the drawbacks.  Most 
student teachers felt that the journal was valuable as their trainer guided them with provoking questions 
and helped them think about the process deeply. As there was never enough time and chance to discuss 
what every one had to say, the dialogue journal expanded contact time with the instructor and most 
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student teachers felt it was much easier to keep in touch via the e-mail. The journals helped foster a more 
personal and intimate relationship with the instructor. They also felt safe in that they knew the instructor 
would always return to their questions when they needed. The occasional drawbacks cited by the 
prospective teachers were technical difficulties such as internet failure when they were supposed to 
submit their entries and not finding much to say in two different observation tasks and having to repeat 
the same things. However, the frequency of the complaints were much lower. One of the problems they 
encountered was caused by the teacher trainer, who was snowed under with the e-dialogue journal entries 
and failed to reply all of them in time towards the end of the term. Accustomed to receive instant response 
and support when needed, the student teachers felt uncomfortable when the reply was late. Unlike 
Ga
of the prospective teachers in this study complained about the time demands required to write two 
observation tasks for each week. Yet, it was the trainer who was burdened with responding to all entries 
in good time. The perception of the teacher trainer will be analysed in more detail below. 
 The school reports to be put in our files were the formal side of it. The emails, on the other hand, 
reflected my feelings. The correspondence was a good idea. Otherwise it would be very difficult 
to reach to you. It was time saving too. Your remarks motivated me. I waited for them with 
curiousity. 
 I belive e-dialogue journals were very useful. Regular face to face sessions would be very 
 
 And finally about the journal. It was the informal aspect where we expressed our feelings and 
asked for advice. Your feedback and guidance provided useful perspective for us. It was a relief 
when you told me what I did was right. Instant replies made me happy. Thanks for everything.  
  When a kid learns to walk, her mother stands just behind her. You were like that to us. You also 
helped us to me
feedback each week motivated me. Thank you. 
 I know that some of my friends who experiened problems were relieved through your mails.  The 
school experience could have been a very problematic one without your comments. I felt safe. 




Great interaction, improved relationship with trainees Too much work load to reply all entries in time 
Satisfaction at positive remarks by the trainees Frustration at having to make the same or similar 
comments over and over again to different students 
Confidentiality was good  
The teacher trainer was happy to receive enthusiastic remarks from the student teachers and 
content to observe them improve professionally through reflection. She also identified improved 
relationships and confidentiality as the positive aspects of using the e-dialogue journal in the school 
observations. Yet, when student teachers wrote about similar problems or ideas, she often had to write the 
same reply more than once, which she found boring and tiring. The e-mail correspondence was private 
some occasions, the trainer failed to reply all entries in time due to workload. ies 
came, they did come in bunches. There were a lot of other things that  needed to attend. When I was late 
. Although, she acknowledged the time and effort was well-spent, she pointed 
out the time demand as a challenge. She identified nurturing the affective side as the primary benefit of e-
dialogue jounal. As a result, she suggested using a blog where student teachers can share ideas and 
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log can also ease the train
would not need to repeat similar comments or questions for each student teacher.  
Research in related literature show that merely writing in a journal does not automatically ensure 
critical reflection or other learning outcomes (Holt, 1994; Hoover, 1994; Fitzgerald and Weidner 1995). 
Without effective use of guiding questions to encourage reflection, dialogue journal could be more of a 
record-keeping tool rather than a reflective tool. In the present study, the teacher trainer took care to 
provoke thought in an interactive nature. Below are some sample excerpts from exchanges, which might 
demostrate the nature of communication between the trainer and the prospective teachers. Please note that 
the names are pseudonyms: 
Sample exchage 1 
sit or which expression should I have on my face . The worst part was, at the beginning when I walked 
 After two lessons the host teacher asked us to 
evaluate some quizzes of 10th grades. Even that made me feel like a teacher  And I felt much more 
better  Seda 
Hi dear, 
Glad to hear that you liked the experience. Not knowing what to wear is a common problem :) In time I'm 
sure you will be much at ease with the students. I think in the following weeks you will have a lot of 
experience grading papers. Probably too much   
Looking forward to hear more 
 
Sample exchange 2 
- lots of materials and visuals. But again lots of grammar 
heels are killing me. :P Ece 
Hi,   
So a plus and a minus this week. Worksheets could be assigned as homework- what do you 
think?Classroom time can be better used- 
 
Love   
Sample exchange 3 
is totally different from our presentations but each week is getting better 
than the previous one. We are getting accustomed to the T and the Ss. I like the smart board and would 
 
Hi dear 
I am happy that you are getting used to the real thing. About that smart board, do you know how to use 
it?  Will you embellish your lessons with technological goodies in the future? By the time you retire, there 
might be 3D boards-  with technology?? Keep 
posting comments. I look forward to them.  
3D boards???  I hope I can.. otherwise I will be like an old person who cannot use an ATM machine ( 
in 2038 perhaps ) 
4. Conclusion 
 Many procedures known to foster learning are inherent in dialogue journaling: the journals serve as 
interactive learning tools and lower the anxiety by providing a safe environment where opinions can be 
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discussed and help and guidance can be provided by the trainer whenever asked for. Dialogue journals, 
which involve teachers and students writing and exchanging their writing in mutual response, are often 
cited as a powerful tool for promoting reflection in teacher education. 
In the study, the student teachers hand in weekly reports as a requirement for the course. Each 
report specifically focuses on an aspect of school experience. However, the concern that there might be a 
lot more that is worth discussing that week has led the researcher to conduct this study. Mutual 
dissatisfaction by the instructor and the student teachers about inadequacy of office hours to discuss the 
observations has contributed to the need as well. The contents of their correspondence have been 
ives about 
actual teaching environments, experienced teachers, their class work, students and school organization. 
The prospective teachers were enthusiastic to make use of technology in class and favour more interactive 
classroom practices. They strongly felt that the observations contributed them in many aspects. Based on 
their observations, they also redefined some concepts such as discipline in the classroom, teaching as a 
profession and the teacher as a person.   
related to the use of e-dialogue journals, the fewer 
drawbacks intentified by the prospective teachers compared to the several benefits indicate that they do 
regard the process as valuable and beneficial.  The findings are in line with other studies suggesting the 
use of dialogue journals in teacher education as a useful tool (Garmon, 2001; Goldstein, Leatherman and 
Conrad (1990). The rapport established, support provided and reflection provoked can be cited as the 
primary benefits of the procedure. The trainer used thought-provoking questions for the e-dialogue 
journals to serve as an effective reflective tool. 
 In a way, the whole process of writing a dialogue journal served as a self-reflection process, or meta 
learning for the prospective teachers. The major drawback identified in the study was the considerable 
time commitment required by the teacher trainer who had to read and respond meaningfully to each 
trainer's entry. One suggestion to overcome this problem was to use a blog where the exchanges would 
not be between the trainer and each of the prospective teachers individually but among the whole class. 
An additional benefit of a blog could be the opportunity to be informed of and l
experiences. Posting comments and questions for reflection to all student teachers would also ease the 
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